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Despite the huge recent interest towards chiral magnetism related to the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction (i-DMI) in layered systems, there is a lack of experimental data on the effect of i-DMI on the
spin-wave eigenmodes of laterally confined nanostructures. Here, we exploit Brillouin light scattering (BLS)
to analyze the spin-wave eigenmodes of noninteracting circular and elliptical dots, as well as of long stripes,
patterned starting from a Pt(3.4-nm)/CoFeB(0.8-nm) bilayer, with lateral dimensions ranging from 100 to 400
nm. Our experimental results, corroborated by micromagnetic simulations based on the graphic processing
units-accelerated MUMAX3 software package, provide evidence for a strong suppression of the frequency
asymmetry � f between counterpropagating spin waves (corresponding to either Stokes or anti-Stokes peaks
in BLS spectra), when the lateral confinement is reduced from 400 to 100 nm, i.e., when it becomes lower than
the light wavelength. Such an evolution reflects the modification of the spin-wave character from propagating
to stationary and indicates that the BLS-based method of quantifying the i-DMI strength from the frequency
difference of counterpropagating spin waves is not applicable in the case of magnetic elements with lateral
dimension below about 400 nm.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.108.024430

I. INTRODUCTION

A renewed interest for chiral magnetism and its possible
applications has been triggered by the discovery of the inter-
facial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (i-DMI) in magnetic
thin films [1–3]. This is the antisymmetric exchange inter-
action arising thanks to spin-orbit coupling at the interface
between a ferromagnetic film and a heavy-metal substrate
[4–7]. One of the main consequences of the presence of
i-DMI is the marked nonreciprocity in the spin-wave (SWs)
propagation [8–11], and this can be exploited to quantify the
i-DMI strength, D, in continuous films and multilayers. In
this respect, some coauthors of this paper have presented very
recently a comprehensive review [12] about the methods for
the determination of the DMI strength, showing that the most
accurate and reliable method is the Brillouin light-scattering
(BLS) technique. This is based on the measurement of the
frequency difference of oppositely propagating spin waves
that appear on the Stokes and anti-Stokes sides of BLS spectra
[13–20]. From an applications point of view, such a non-
reciprocity can be useful to design one-way devices, such
as SW diodes, isolators, or circulators, necessary to proceed
towards the developing of nanomagnonic circuits, operating
in the frequency range 1–100 GHz, which are crucial for in-
formation and communication technology [21–25]. Moreover,

in the emerging field of magnon spintronics, i-DMI has been
theoretically proposed as an additional means to tailor the
magnonic band structure of chiral magnonic crystals (MCs),
where an artificial periodic modulation of the magnetic prop-
erties is introduced by nanofabrication. In particular, it has
been predicted that the presence of the i-DMI in MCs causes
a nonreciprocity of the dispersion curves and a modification
of both the frequency and the spatial profiles of the allowed
magnonic modes [26–29].

In contrast with the huge number of both theoretical and
experimental results relative to extended films and multilayers
[12], only a few theoretical investigations have been devoted
to artificial systems characterized by a laterally confined ge-
ometry, such as magnetic dots or wires, while experimental
investigations are still lacking in literature. In a pioneering
micromagnetic study, Garcia-Sanchez et al. [30] showed the-
oretically that Néel domain walls induced by the i-DMI can
modify spin-wave propagation by producing a nonreciprocal
channeling along the center of the wall. In addition, it is
expected that i-DMI leads to a large frequency splitting of
eigenmodes with a strong azimuthal character in perpendic-
ularly magnetized dots. Subsequently, Mruczkiewicz et al.
[31] exploited both the frequency-domain method and mi-
cromagnetic simulations to investigate the impact of i-DMI
on the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectrum of isolated
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stripes magnetized in plane, where i-DMI causes a redshift
of some peaks in the simulated FMR spectrum, as well as
the appearance of new peaks. More recently, two theoretical
investigations of nanodots magnetized in plane were presented
by Zingsem et al. [32] and by some of the coauthors of
the present paper [33]. The former paper proposed a model
for quantized traveling waves in a confined geometry for the
case of nonreciprocal propagation, providing evidence that
confinement in a nonreciprocal energy landscape produces a
fixed nodal structure with wave amplitudes modulated in time
and a phase velocity determined by the difference in wave-
lengths between opposite propagation directions. In the latter
paper, it was shown that the calculated eigenmode spectrum
of elliptical nanodots is appreciably modified by the i-DMI–
induced nonreciprocity: the frequencies of the eigenmodes are
redshifted and their spatial profiles appreciably altered due to
the lack of stationary character in the direction orthogonal to
the magnetization direction.

In the present work we aim to fill the lack of experimental
data relative to laterally confined nanosystems, exploiting the
BLS technique to provide experimental evidence of the effect
of i-DMI on the SW eigenmodes of magnetic wires and dots
magnetized in plane. We analyze the eigenmodes of noninter-
acting circular and elliptical dots, as well as of long stripes,
patterned starting from a Pt(3.4-nm)/CoFeB(0.8-nm) bilayer,
with lateral dimensions ranging from 100 to 400 nm, i.e.,
comparable with the wavelength of the thermal spin waves
detected in BLS experiments. Micromagnetic simulations are
performed to shed light on the interpretation of the experimen-
tal results.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

The thin-film material stack, sub-
strate/Ta(5.7)/Pt(3.4)/CoFeB(0.8)/MgO(1.4)/Ta(5) (thickness
unit: nanometer), was deposited on Si/SiO2 substrate, with
the Singulus Rotaris magnetron sputtering tool at a base
pressure of 5 × 10−8 mbar. dc-magnetron sputtering was
employed at room temperature for the growth of the metallic
layers Ta, Pt, and Co60Fe20B20(CoFeB), whereas rf sputtering
was used for the growth of the oxide layer from a composite
target (MgO). The deposition rates for Ta, Pt, CoFeB, and
MgO were 0.027, 0.094, 0.135, and 0.008 nm/s, respectively,
under a pure Ar flow used as sputtering gas. The top Ta layer
serves as capping for the material stack to avoid oxidation
over patterning and time. The saturation magnetization
was measured via superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) magnetometry. The area of the sample was
found by photographing it next to a scale and calculating
the mm/pixel ratio, and the ferromagnet thickness used was
t = 0.8 nm. An in-plane SQUID measurement was taken,
a filling factor was applied, and the value of the saturation
magnetization was determined to be Ms = 1.4 ± 0.1 MA/m.
The different structures on the measured sample were first
defined with an electron-beam writer on a 140-nm-thick
(polymethyl methacrylate) (PMMA) resist layer. The PMMA
resist was developed, and a 50-nm-thick aluminum layer was
evaporated; immediately afterwards a resist lift-off process
left only the desired aluminum patterns on the multilayer

FIG. 1. Upper panels: scanning electron microscope images of
some of magnetic nanoelements studied in this work: circular dots,
elliptical dots, and long wires. Yellow bar is 200 nm. Bottom panel:
sketch of wave-vector resolved BLS experiment: ki, ks, and kr

represent wave vectors of incoming, scattered, and reflected light,
respectively, while k represents wave vector of spin waves. H is
in-plane applied field, which in experiment was applied along z
axis (φH = 0◦ for H > 0 and φH = 180◦ for H < 0), while in-plane
wave vector k was swept along perpendicular direction (φk = 90◦),
in so-called Damon-Eshbach (DE) configuration.

film. The structures were patterned by etching with an ion
source using argon, with the aluminum patterns serving as
a hard mask. Finally, the aluminum layer was chemically
removed with an aqueous NaOH-based alkaline developer,
leaving only the structures consisting of the multilayer film.
In Fig. 1, top panels, scanning electron microscopy images of
three samples are shown.

B. BLS experiments

BLS measurements were performed by focusing about
200 mW of a monochromatic laser beam (λ = 532 nm) onto
the sample surface, as sketched in Fig. 1, bottom panel,
where the reference frame, the involved wave vectors, and
the relevant angles are also indicated. The illuminated area
on the sample, thanks to the focusing lens (a camera objective
with a 50-mm focal length), was a circle of approximately
40 µm in diameter, so thousands of nanoelements were probed
simultaneously. The backscattered light was analyzed by a
Sandercock-type (3+3)-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferom-
eter. An in-plane magnetic field H was applied parallel to the
film plane, along the z axis (φH = 0◦ for H > 0 and φH =
180◦ for H < 0), while the in-plane wave vector k was swept
along the perpendicular direction (φk = 90◦), in the so-called
Damon-Eshbach (DE) configuration, as shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 1. Due to the conservation of momentum in the
light-scattering process, the magnitude of k is related to the
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incidence angle of light θi, by the relation k = 4π sin θi/λ

and spans from zero to about 20 rad/µm.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
AND MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS

The dynamics of the considered magnetic systems are gov-
erned by the well-known Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation
(LLG) [12]:

∂m
∂t

= −γ (m × Heff ) + α

(
m × ∂m

∂t

)
, (1)

where m(r, t ) = M
Ms

is the unit vector along the local mag-
netization, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and α is the Gilbert
damping constant. Heff is the effective field acting on the
processing spins, which can be derived from the energy

functional Etot and consists of several contributions, reflecting
the different energy terms, according to

Heff = − 1

μ0

∂Etot

∂m
= H + Hexch + Hani + Hms + HDMI, (2)

where H is the external applied field, Hexch = 2A
μ0Ms

∇2m =
J∇2m is the exchange field, A the exchange stiffness con-
stant, Hani = 2Ku

μ0Ms
myêy is the anisotropy field with Ku the

uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy constant, and HDMI =
2D

μ0Ms
( ∂my

∂x êx − ∂mx
∂x êy) with D the DMI constant. The magne-

tostatic dipolar field Hms would be uniform in the case of an
ellipsoidal body only, so for planar nanostructures it is usually
calculated numerically, accounting for its nonuniformity and
nonlocality.

In the case of ultrathin films it is possible to achieve a sim-
ple analytical expression of the dispersion curve, as follows
[12]:

f (k) = f0(k) ± fDMI(k)

= γμ0

√
(H + Jk2 + P(kt )Ms)(H + Jk2 + Ms − Hani − P(kt )Ms) ± γ D

πMs
k,

(3)

where the dipolar term P(kt ) = 1− 1−e−|kt |
|kt | that reduces to

|kt|/2 in the case of ultrathin films, with t the ferromagnetic
film thickness. This means that the frequency difference be-
tween the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks measured in BLS
spectra corresponds to

� f = 2 fDMI = 2 γ D

π Ms
k. (4)

Note that the sign of � f and D, derived from the experi-
ment, depends on the convention chosen in both the definition
of the i-DMI Hamiltonian and the geometry of interaction
[12]. In our choice, a positive D corresponds to a favored
right-handed (clockwise) chirality (↑→↓ or ↓←↑), while a
negative D corresponds to a favored left-handed (counter-
clockwise) chirality (↑←↓ or ↓→↑).

The most general methods to solve the LLG equation above
are based on proper numerical techniques where it is spatially
discretized using finite-difference or finite-element methods.
As a result, a discretized version of the effective field is ob-
tained and the corresponding system of differential equations
are solved within suitable time-stepping schemes. The micro-
magnetic simulations were performed by the GPU-accelerated
software MUMAX3 [34].

In order to mimic the round shape of the dot borders,
the lateral size of the discrete cells was taken as small as
1 × 1 nm2, while the cell thickness was the same as the ref-
erence film, i.e., t = 0.8 nm. In the case of the stripes, in
order to reproduce their infinite length the periodic boundary
conditions were applied in the direction parallel to the stripes.
Then, the magnetization dynamics were excited using a tem-
poral sinc-shaped field pulse, with an amplitude of μ0Hy =
10 mT, directed perpendicular to the sample plane (along the
y axis), able to activate modes up to 25 GHz. To better excite
modes with different spatial profiles, the pulse was localized
in a region corresponding to approximately one-third of the

element width from the left edge and the temporal evolution
of the magnetization dynamics was recorded for a total time
of 20 ns (10 ns in the simpler case of the extended film).
As will be discussed further on, in the case of the stripes
the exciting field pulse was also localized in a 5-nm narrow
region close to the edge, to better excite the low-frequency
mode that was observed in the experiments. The spatiotem-
poral fast Fourier transform of the recorded evolution of the
out-of-plane magnetization of the whole set of discrete cells
was then performed to obtain the dispersion curves (frequency
vs k) of the magnonic modes. The Gilbert damping was fixed
at α= 0.001 to obtain a narrow linewidth of the peaks in
the eigenmodes spectra, while the other magnetic parameters
were obtained from a careful analysis of the BLS measured
frequencies in the reference extended film, as detailed in the
next section.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Extended film

As a first step of our investigation, we have carried out BLS
measurements on the extended film to quantify the value of the
DMI constant D. In Fig. 2 we present the measured frequen-
cies (open dots) for both positive and negative wave numbers
(corresponding to the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks measured
in the BLS spectra, respectively). It is clearly seen that the
dispersion curve shows a marked nonreciprocal behavior. The
uniaxial out-of-plane anisotropy constant Ku = 1.09 MJ/m3

and the gyromagnetic ratio γ= 1.85 × 1011 rad/Ts were ob-
tained from a best-fit procedure of the average frequency f0(k)
measured as a function of the intensity of the external field.
This analysis was carried out fixing MS to the value mea-
sured by SQUID magnetometry and the exchange constant
A to the literature value of A = 10 pJ/m (note that the latter
parameter does not appreciably influence the SW frequency
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FIG. 2. Open dots: measured frequencies of Stokes (positive k)
and anti-Stokes (negative k) peaks in the BLS spectra, for applied
field μ0H = 200 mT. Yellow curve represents dispersion curve cal-
culated according to Eq. (3), while gray-scale curve is result of
micromagnetic simulation. Best-fit value of DMI constant, respon-
sible for nonreciprocal character of this dispersion curve, is D =
1.48 mJ/m2. (Inset) Typical BLS spectrum.

for films of such small thickness). Then, the value of D was
obtained from the analysis of the SW dispersion, measured
for μ0H = ±200 mT, using Eq. (3). As one can see in Fig. 2
the measured nonreciprocity could be nicely reproduced by
the analytical formula (yellow curve) assuming an interfa-
cial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya strength D = 1.48 mJ/m2 with an
uncertainty of about 10%. Moreover, we found a good agree-
ment between the experimental results and the intensity of
the perpendicular component of the dynamical magnetization

obtained by the micromagnetic simulations (gray-scale curve
in Fig. 2) performed using the magnetic parameters obtained
from the BLS analysis. With such information about the mag-
netic properties at hands, we proceeded with the analysis of
the patterned samples.

B. Patterned samples

In the second step of our investigation, we have analyzed
the patterned samples containing circular and elliptical dots,
as well as long stripes, having lateral dimensions ranging from
100 to 400 nm. On the basis of preliminary micromagnetic
simulations and of previous investigations of dense matrices
of magnetic dots [35], the edge-to-edge distance between
adjacent elements was designed to be about 150 nm (and
found to be between 130 and 180 nm in real samples), which
is sufficient to consider them as isolated elements, taking
into account the subnanometric thickness of the magnetic
elements. Figure 3 shows typical spectra recorded for positive-
and negative-field μ0H = ±200 mT and an angle of incidence
θi = 45◦ for the dots and wires with lateral dimension 400 nm.
It is seen that in all the cases we could put into evidence a
remarkable nonreciprocity of the BLS spectra, as expected in
the presence of DMI. The evolution of such nonreciprocity
was then analyzed as a function of the angle of incidence
θi, i.e., of the spin-wave wave vector, as seen in Fig. 4
for the circular dots of diameter d = 100 nm. Please note
that the slightly different line shape observed for the Stokes
and the antiStokes peaks can be attributed to the presence of
DMI, as found in previous investigations of extended Co or
CoFeB, because the DMI-induced term is antisymmetric in
the wave vector [13,15]. Now, we discuss in detail the results
obtained for the different class of patterned samples, starting
from the circular dots.

1. Circular dots

BLS spectra were recorded at four different angles of in-
cidence, θi = 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, and 45◦, corresponding to four

FIG. 3. Typical BLS spectra recorded from patterned samples with dots or wires of lateral dimension 400 nm, for negative and positive
applied field H = ±200 mT, at incidence angle θi = 45◦. DMI-induced nonreciprocity of BLS spectra is evident when direction of applied
field H is reversed. Small insets indicate adopted interaction geometry.
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FIG. 4. BLS spectra recorded from patterned samples with
circular dots of diameter d = 100 nm, for different angles of
incidence θi.

distinct values of the SW wave number k = 4π sin θi/λ. As
shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 and in the different panels
of Fig. 4, the measured spectra contain only one peak with a
pronounced linewidth, whose position changes with the angle
of incidence, i.e., with k, as represented by the full dots in
the three panels of Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d). Again, positive
and negative wave numbers correspond to the Stokes and anti-
Stokes peaks measured in the BLS spectra, respectively. From
a comparison of the measured frequencies with the dispersion
curves of the extended film (yellow curves), it is clear only
for the dots with the largest diameter d = 400 nm that the
measured points are very close to the dispersion curve of the
extended film. Moreover, the observed frequency asymmetry
� f between the frequencies corresponding to positive and
negative wave vectors coincides, within the experimental er-
ror, with those of the extended film, as seen in Fig. 5(a). On the
contrary, for the smaller dots, with d = 200 and 100 nm, the
observed frequency asymmetry � f is appreciably suppressed
if compared to the case of the extended film. Therefore, if
one derives the value of the “effective” i-DMI constant using
Eq. (4), as in the case of extended films, one would obtain
i-DMI values appreciably reduced as the dot diameter reduces
below 400 nm. Quantitatively, the obtained values of the ef-
fective i-DMI constant Deff , that are indicated in Fig. 5(a),
have an uncertainty of about 10%, account for a reduction
of about 40% (for d = 200 nm) and 67% (for d = 100 nm),
with respect to the continuous film. To shed light on this
behavior, let us consider the results of the micromagnetic
simulations, that are visible as gray-scale curves in the three
panels of Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d). In the simulations, one
can observe a number of discrete frequencies, corresponding
to the SW eigenmodes, which become denser upon increasing
the dot diameter. The fact that in the experiment we detected
only one broad peak and we could not resolve the individual
discrete modes obtained in the simulations can be explained
observing that the separation between the simulated frequen-
cies of adjacent modes is below 1 GHz, even for the sample

FIG. 5. (a) Dependence of measured frequency asymmetry � f
between Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in BLS spectra for three sam-
ples of circular dots of diameter d (closed circles) and for extended
film (open squares). According to Eq. (4), slope of regression lines
(dashed lines) is proportional to effective i-DMI constant Deff , whose
values are expressed in units of mJ/m2; it is seen that value of such
Deff is appreciably reduced, with respect to value of D in extended
film, for d = 200 and 100 nm. (b), (c), and (d) Measured (full circles)
and simulated (gray-scale curves) eigenmode frequencies for circular
dots of diameter d = 100, 200, and 400 nm, respectively. It can be
seen that simulated eigenmodes are more dense in frequency as dot
diameter is increased from d = 100 to 400 nm, while extension in
k space of each mode tends to be reduced and concentrated close
to dispersion curve of extended film (yellow line), reflecting conser-
vation of momentum that becomes effective as lateral dimension of
dots becomes comparable with SW wavelength.

with the smallest dots [Fig. 5(b)]. This frequency difference
is too small to be resolved in the experiment for at least
two concomitant reasons. First, the damping coefficient of
the experimentally used CoFeB nanoelements is expected to
be more than an order of magnitude larger than the value
α= 0.001 assumed in the simulations, causing a broadening
of the BLS peaks.

Second, as anticipated in the experimental section, the
measured signal comes from the illuminated region of the
sample (a circle of about 40 µm in diameter for conventional
BLS measurements) that involves thousands of nanoelements
which, in practice, present differences and imperfections lead-
ing to a further inhomogeneous broadening of the BLS peaks.
For the above reasons, the linewidth of the experimental peak
is of 2–3 GHz, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4, so that adjacent
discrete modes may contribute to the experimental peak, al-
though they could not be resolved. Finally, it is interesting to
note in Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d) that, thanks to the presence of
i-DMI, the simulated modes do not have a simple stationary
character, but they exhibit a propagative character along the
direction of the exchanged wave vector k. As a consequence,
one can see that the intensity of the modes evolves, shifting to
higher frequency, when one moves from negative to positive
values of k. In particular, for the largest dot diameter d =
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FIG. 6. Dependence of measured frequency asymmetry � f between Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in BLS spectra, for three samples of
elliptical dots (full hexagons) and for extended film (open squares), for SW wave vector k directed parallel to long (a) and short (b) axis of
elliptical dots, respectively, as sketched in insets. According to Eq. (4), slope of regression lines is proportional to effective i-DMI constant
Deff , whose values are expressed in mJ/m2. It is seen that value of effective i-DMI constant extracted using Eq. (4) is appreciably reduced,
compared to value of extended film, when lateral confinement for SW propagation is below 400 nm.

400 nm, the eigenmode intensity follows rather well the dis-
persion curve of the extended film, as found in the experiment
(green points). This is due to the fact that for d = 400 nm
the discrete spectrum is sufficiently dense and the range of k
where each mode has a large intensity is relatively restricted.
On the contrary, for d = 100 nm the discrete modes are far
apart in frequency and their intensity is almost constant with
varying k (because the conservation of momentum does not
apply when the lateral dimension of the dot is much smaller
than the SW wavelength, a manifestation of the exclusion
principle). As a consequence, the main intensity remains in
the two low-lying discrete modes and in fact the experimental
points do not follow the relatively large slope of the dispersion
curve of the extended film. An intermediate situation is found
for d = 200 nm.

2. Elliptical dots

The provisional conclusions achieved above for the analy-
sis of circular dots have been further confirmed and clarified
by the BLS investigation of the elliptical dots, where it was
possible to compare the results obtained with the exchanged
SW wave vector k parallel to either the long axis of the ellipses
or their short axis. As seen in Fig. 3, central panels, also
in the case of the elliptical dots we could detect only one
relatively broad peak for each spectrum, and the measured fre-
quency asymmetry � f was largely reduced when the lateral
confinement of the nanoelement, in the direction of k, was
smaller than 400 nm. The latter effect is particularly evident
comparing the two panels of Fig. 6. When the SW wave vector
k was parallel to the minor axis of the ellipses b, the slope
of the regression line [that according to Eq. (4) would be
directly proportional to Deff ] is always appreciably smaller
than in the extended film [Fig. 6(b)]. Instead, when k was
along the major axis a, the slope increases for all the samples
and that of the extended film is recovered for a = 400 nm
[Fig. 6(a)].

3. Stripes

The final step of our investigation was devoted to the anal-
ysis of three samples consisting of long stripes having finite

widths w = 100, 200, and 400 nm. In this case, the spatial
confinement is only in one direction (rather than bidimen-
sional as for the circular or elliptical dots) and we analyzed
the nonreciprocity of spin waves propagating across such a
finite dimension. As seen in Figs. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c), in this
case the BLS spectra are somehow structured and we could
distinguish two different modes on the Stokes side. In par-
ticular, for the narrower stripes with nominal width w = 100
nm, we observed two modes at fixed frequencies, about 2
GHz apart from each other. The one at lower frequency has
a larger cross section [full squares in Fig. 7(d)] and was
detected in the whole wave-vector range, while the higher-
frequency one was detected only for positive wave number,
with a relatively low cross section [open squares in Fig. 7(d)].
These two modes could be quantitatively reproduced by the
micromagnetic simulations, although we had to assume an
effective width of 80 nm in order to fit the calculated fre-
quencies to the experimental points. It is clear that in this
case the lateral confinement is so important that there is no
chance of determining the i-DMI constants from the measured
frequencies. Instead, for w = 200 nm [Figs. 7(b) and 7(e)], in
addition to the low-lying mode at fixed frequency, we could
also measure a dispersive peak, whose frequencies are slightly
lower than the dispersion curve of the extended film. Finally,
for w = 400 nm [Figs. 7(c) and 7(f)] the low-frequency mode
becomes very weak, while the dominating peak follows the
evolution of the Damon-Eshbach mode of the extended film,
similarly to the unique peak that we could detect for the
circular or the elliptical dots, because for a lateral confinement
of 400 nm the eigenmode frequencies become more dense
and different flat modes contribute to the experimental peak
[Fig. 7(f)].

One final point that deserves a short discussion has to
do with the fact that in the simulation the intensity of the
low-lying mode at about 5.3 GHz is very weak in the sim-
ulations, especially for the larger stripes with w = 400 nm
[Fig. 7(f)]. We have verified that this is connected with the
characteristics of the exciting pulse exploited in the simula-
tions. In particular, looking at panel (g) of Fig. 7 one can
easily see that the low-lying mode becomes more intense
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FIG. 7. Typical BLS spectra recorded for angle of incidence θi = 45◦ from three samples consisting of long stripes with width (a) w =
100 nm, (b) 200 nm, and (c) 400 nm. External field H is applied along stripes, while spin-wave wave vector k is perpendicular to stripes, as
shown by insets. Panels (d), (e), and (f) show measured (squares) and simulated (gray-scale curves) eigenmode frequencies for three samples.
Open squares correspond to modes with relatively small intensity in measured BLS spectra. It can be seen that simulated eigenmodes are
more dense in frequency as stripe width is increased from 100 to 400 nm, while extension in k space of each mode tends to be reduced and
concentrated close to dispersion curve of extended film (yellow line), reflecting conservation of momentum that becomes effective as lateral
dimension of stripes becomes comparable with SW wavelength. For sake of comparison, we also show in panel (g) how relative intensity of
simulated frequencies of sample with w = 400 nm changes, making low-lying mode quite visible in a large k interval, when excitation area in
micromagnetic simulation is restricted to edge of wires, as explained in main text.

in the simulations if the excitation pulse is restricted to a
region of 5 nm at the edge of the stripes (rather than to
a region having the width of one-third of the stripe width,
as in previous simulations). This preferential localization of
the low-frequency mode at the edges of the stripe is a typ-
ical effect due to the presence of a sizable DMI. In fact, it
was shown in a previous theoretical study [33] that while
the usual fundamental mode of a magnetic stripe uniformly
magnetized along its easy axis, which appears at the bottom
of the eigenmodes spectrum, has its maximum amplitude at
the center of the stripe; the presence of DMI induces a strong
modification of its character. In particular, it causes a decrease
of its frequency and a preferential localization at the stripe
edges, where the configuration of the static magnetization
starts to become chiral, so that the effective field acting on
the precessing spins becomes weaker and the mode amplitude
increases. One may also notice in Fig. 7(g) that the strong
localization of the low-lying mode in a narrow region of the
real space corresponds to an intensity distribution that extends
over a relatively large interval of the k space, as found in the
experiment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Wave-vector resolved Brillouin light-scattering experi-
ments and micromagnetic simulations based on the GPU-
accelerated MUMAX3 software have been exploited to analyze
the effect of the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion on the spin-wave eigenmodes of arrays of noninteracting
circular and elliptical dots, as well as long stripes. These
nanostructures, with lateral dimensions ranging from 100
to 400 nm, i.e., comparable with the wavelength of the
thermal spin waves detected in BLS experiments, have
been patterned by electron-beam lithography, starting from
a Pt(3.4-nm)/CoFeB(0.8-nm) bilayer. The aim of the ex-
periments was to determine how the lateral confinement
influences the spin-wave nonreciprocity induced by the pres-
ence of the sizable i-DMI supplied by the heavy-metal
substrate (Pt) on the thin ferromagnetic film (CoFeB). Our
experimental results, assisted by micromagnetic simulations,
provide evidence for a strong suppression of the frequency
asymmetry � f between counterpropagating spin waves (cor-
responding to either Stokes or anti-Stokes peaks in BLS
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spectra), when the dot diameter is reduced from 400 to 100
nm. Such an evolution reflects the modification of the spin-
wave character from propagating to stationary and indicates
that the method of quantifying the i-DMI strength from the
frequency difference of counterpropagating spin waves is not
applicable in the case of sufficiently small magnetic elements.
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